
Your Rice Lake Weighing Systems distributor is:

BenchMark™ HE Bench Scales
Rice Lake offers BenchMark bench scales of several capacities and sizes. Rice Lake’s 
BenchMark HE is designed to withstand the rigors of frequent moisture contact and 
industrial cleaning processes. Starting with a stainless steel IP69K hermetically sealed 
load cell, the HE Series addresses the needs of hostile environment and washdown  
applications. Rice Lake’s BenchMark HE performs reliably through the most  
demanding tasks, with a base that is specially engineered for overload  
protection. The NTEP certified BenchMark is ideal  
for Legal for Trade weighing. 

480 Legend™ Indicator/Controller
Rice Lake’s 480 Legend Series has been designed to provide the very  
best in performance and value. With its stainless steel enclosure and 
advanced gasket system, the industrial-strength 480 is built for dirty, wet 
environments and demanding workplaces, inside or out. Rice Lake’s 480 is 
the industry’s first choice for readability. With its large, ultra-bright LED 
display, 0.8-inch digits and sharp contrast, the 480 provides superior  
display visibility. Two onboard communication ports are included and  
options can be added for setpoint control or analog output.
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TP Series NTEP Certified Balance
The simple, straightforward design of Rice Lake’s TP Series creates an effortless user  
experience. Equipped with the unique Mono-Metal Tuning Fork Sensor (MMTS), this  
balance series brings remarkable response time and exceptional stability to any setting. 
The TP series provides enhanced functions through user-friendly keys, including  
a counting mode for stock control of parts, a percentage mode for comparative  
measurements, and a limit function for measuring constant quantities. A large LCD 
display provides excellent visibility, while the instrument’s high-speed stability helps  
boost operational efficiency. Two NTEP Class II models are available.



CW-90X Over/Under  
Washdown Checkweigher
For heavy washdown environments and HACCP  
requirements, choose Rice Lake’s CW-90X. The over/
under CW-90X checkweigher features hermetically 
sealed load cells, 304 stainless steel construction,  
extra-strength piezo keypad and an IP69K rating to 
survive daily sanitary washdowns and naturally wet 
conditions. The rigid piezo keypad is made to withstand  
sharp knifepoint contacts, and is resistant to most  
contaminants and liquids. The CW-90X will store 
detailed information for up to 50 separate IDs  
(expandable with optional WeighVault PC software), 
allowing for easy recall of previously saved information. 
An adjustable contrast display is visible in any  
environment. NSF certification on the CW-90X makes 
it an optimal solution for hygienically sensitive areas.

920i® FlexWeigh  
Process Controller
As the direct replacement for the FlexWeigh  
DWM-IV Series, Rice Lake’s 920i FlexWeigh Systems 
are pre-engineered and pre-programmed for many  
of manufacturing’s most common weighing tasks, 
yet customizable enough to let manufacturers adjust  
as needed. Stainless steel NEMA-4X enclosures and  
rugged, customizable operation switches offer  
ultimate industrial-strength dependability, value  
and performance. Rice Lake adds their 920i  
indicator/controller, which allows more  
customization and programming options  
for modern fish processing needs. 

Rice Lake’s 920i FlexWeigh Systems are available  
in nine standard models for four different uses:  
single-ingredient fillers (101 and 102), loss-in-weight 
fillers (103 and 104), NTEP-approved bulk weighing 
fillers (107, 108, and 109), and multi-ingredient  
batchers (201 and 202).

Weighing Solutions  
for the Fishing  
Industry 

RoughDeck® HE Floor Scales
The RoughDeck line of industrial floor scales combines the reliable  
endurance of industrial design with precision accuracy. The RoughDeck 
HE is a stainless steel hostile environment floor scale designed specifically 
for corrosion resistance from heavy moisture applications. The stainless 
steel channel frame provides added protection by enclosing load cell cable 
and load cells, yet provides easy access for installation and service. The 
NEMA 4X summing TuffSeal™ junction box can be remotely mounted up 
to 10 feet from the scale, keeping sensitive electronic connections away 
from moisture and chemicals.

MSI Crane Scales
MSI-4300 Port-A-Weigh Plus™ 
Crane Scale
The MSI-4300 Port-A-Weigh Plus™ is an  
established crane scale for medium- to heavy- 
capacity and duty-cycle applications requiring  
durability without sacrificing accuracy. The  
Port-A-Weigh Plus includes an extra-large  
1.6-inch (40 mm) alphanumeric LCD display  
with adjustable backlight that provides user-friendly 
visibility from a greater distance in day or night  
conditions. Offering a marine-grade alloy enclosure 
that is ideal for fishing, shipyard and marine  
environments, the MSI-4300 Port-A-Weigh Plus  
endures season after season. 

MSI-9300 Port-A-Weigh Plus  
CellScale™ RF
The MSI-9300 offers the ultimate choice in medium-  
to heavy-capacity and duty-cycle applications when a  
large local 1.2-inch bright red LED display and remote RF  
connectivity is required. The MSI-9300 can also be paired with 
one or more other CellScale crane scales for applications that 
require more than one pick point to attain a summed load.  
The MSI-9300 is used as the master device to display the total load.
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BenchMark™ HE Bench Scales
Rice Lake offers BenchMark bench scales of several capacities and sizes. Rice Lake’s 
BenchMark HE is designed to withstand the rigors of frequent moisture contact and 
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TP Series NTEP Certified Balance
The simple, straightforward design of Rice Lake’s TP Series creates an effortless user  
experience. Equipped with the unique Mono-Metal Tuning Fork Sensor (MMTS), this  
balance series brings remarkable response time and exceptional stability to any setting. 
The TP series provides enhanced functions through user-friendly keys, including  
a counting mode for stock control of parts, a percentage mode for comparative  
measurements, and a limit function for measuring constant quantities. A large LCD 
display provides excellent visibility, while the instrument’s high-speed stability helps  
boost operational efficiency. Two NTEP Class II models are available.


